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Co-op News
RUSK COUNTY ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE

Give Thanks for the
Comforts of Electricity
MESSAGE FROM
INTERIM GENERAL MANAGER JIM LATHAM
EVERY THANKSGIVING, WITH FAMILY GATHERED

much. While some days aren’t easy, knowing that the work we
do here at your electric cooperative makes our members’ lives
better is richly satisfying.
Nowhere in the business world will you find a more dedicated and hardworking group of employees. Our linemen risk
life and limb every single day in their efforts to keep power
flowing to each and every home and business on our system.
Other employees provide critical behind-the-scenes support to
make sure everything runs smoothly.
Working in this business,
I learned quickly not to take
for granted a constant supply of electricity and to be
grateful for the convenience
and comfort it provides.
While it’s never convenient
to be without power, it does
give us a moment to reflect
on just how much we rely
on this invisible servant.
Sometimes it’s just a convenience we miss, like hot
popcorn made in three minutes in a microwave. Other
times, the absence of electricity could be life-threatening, such as when it’s not
available to power a breathing machine or other vital
medical equipment.
When the power does go
out, I’m grateful we have
skilled crews available 24/7
to fix the problem as well as
understanding members
who patiently await repairs.
Author William Arthur Ward is credited with saying, “Feeling gratitude and not expressing it is like wrapping a present
and not giving it.”
I’m going to do my best throughout the year to make sure
every gift I wrap gets delivered.
I wish you and your family a richly blessed Thanksgiving.
P EO PLEIM AG ES | ISTOCK.CO M

around the table, we take turns sharing what
we’re thankful for. Some of these expressions of gratitude may
seem trivial, while others may be humorous or deeply touching.
I always walk away from the table—slowly, after overindulging
—and wonder why we do that only once a year. Are we really
only appreciative when the calendar tells us we should be?
I suspect we let the hustle and bustle of day-to-day life get
in the way of taking time to appreciate how blessed we are—

and expressing to those responsible for those blessings how
much we appreciate them.
Like most of you, when asked what I’m grateful for, I’ll say
something like, “I’m grateful for family, friends, a comfortable
bed to sleep in, good health and a home to shelter my family.”
But that’s an awfully short list for someone who has so
20
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Outage
Reports
To report an outage to Rusk County EC,
please call (903) 657-4571 and have one
of the following numbers available:

E VGE NYATAMANE NKO | ISTOCK.COM

a ACCOUNT NUMBER
a METER NUMBER
This information allows us to quickly and
accurately locate information about your
service and will expedite repairs.
Outages can also be
reported through your
SmartHub account on
your smartphone.

Maybe It’s Cold Outside
A few simple tips to stave off high winter bills
WE NEVER REALLY KNOW WHAT FALL WEATHER WILL BRING, BUT YOU USUALLY CAN

count on a few sudden chilly spells that sometimes result in shockingly high electric
bills. Observe the following practices to avoid being jolted out of your cozy holiday
reverie by an unexpectedly steep bill.
If you have a wood-burning fireplace, be sure the damper is closed while the fireplace is not in use. Keep in mind that a wood-burning fireplace is generally an

inefficient method for heating your home. According to the Environmental Protection Agency, fireplace drafts pull warm air up the chimney, inadvertently cooling other rooms. So if you use central heat while burning wood in a fireplace, it
forces your heater to work harder to maintain a consistent temperature throughout the house. Since it provides lovely ambiance, consider reserving fireplace use
for special occasions.
Keep drapes and blinds open during the day to allow solar heat to warm your home
all day for free. Close them at dusk to seal warmth in.
Rearrange furnishings to uncover any vents that may be blocked by sofas or rugs.

Remember that the closer you are to an exterior wall, especially one with windows,
the colder it is. Freshen up your living space with a new seating arrangement that
doubles as an energy saver by moving furniture away from the room’s perimeter.
Run ceiling fans clockwise to create an updraft that pulls cold air up and distributes
warm air in the room more evenly, preventing cold pockets from forming.
Invest in a smart thermostat for your home’s heating, ventilation and air conditioning
system to further reduce power costs easily and conveniently. Lowering your home’s

temperature 10–15 degrees for eight hours a day can shave an equivalent percentage
off your electric bill.

Rusk County
Electric Cooperative
Like us on Facebook for
energy-saving and safety
tips, co-op updates and
much more.

Lastly, use the popular low-tech solution employed effectively for generations: bundle up! Wool socks, flannel pajamas, and a warm quilt or throw reduce the need for

excessive home heating and go perfectly with a mug of hot cocoa.
Enhance your home’s coziness and decrease energy inefficiency with these tips,
regardless of any sudden swings in temperature Mother Nature may deal us.
rcelectric.org
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Grateful, Thankful and Blessed
Inspiring, educating and encouraging others while living with cerebral palsy
JAKE KEELING WAS BORN MAY 4, 1988, TO KENNETH EARL AND

Rhonda Simmons Keeling. At 18 months old, he was diagnosed
with cerebral palsy.
Cerebral palsy affects individuals in different ways; Keeling’s most noticeable symptom is a lack of physical mobility.
He uses a motorized wheelchair and a pair of forearm crutches
to get around.
But Keeling’s condition hasn’t stopped him from pursuing
his interests and getting more out of life than most over the
past 30 years. In fact, his love for horses and his faith have
moved him to publish his first book earlier this year. And he’s
well-known in the Jumbo community of Panola County, where
he is a lifelong resident and friend to pretty much everyone.
Keeling graduated from Henderson High School in 2007,
East Texas Baptist University in 2011 and Stephen F. Austin in
May 2014. He holds a Bachelor of Science in secondary education and Master of Arts in history, and teaches government
and economics courses at Full Armor Christian Academy in
Henderson.
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He is a member of Friendship Missionary Baptist Church in
Jumbo, loves his church family dearly and enjoys attending
gospel concerts. He also belongs to the Pine Hill Masonic
Lodge, where he serves as chaplain.
As an avid lover of horses, Keeling enjoys horseback riding
but quit riding for a time due to a lack of balance. When he discovered horse-drawn wagons, he began to pursue that instead
of riding.
“There is something special about a horse that slows me
down and allows me to enjoy God’s creation,” Keeling says.
“Horses connect me to my roots, but they also bring many new
friends into my life. Reading, writing and old-time gospel
music are some of my other favorite activities.”
Some special folks at a local therapeutic riding club helped
Keeling overcome his fear and go back to doing what he loves—
riding horses. He was introduced to a saddle that gave him
more security on horseback and later received a saddle modified just for him by a special group of friends.
On any given day, you might find Keeling teaching class or
rcelectric.org
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out on a trail ride, attending church or helping to gather cattle,
working in front of a computer or laughing with a friend.
“I don’t know that I have ever done all of these things in one
day, but I’m apt to squeeze several of them into any given block
on the calendar,” he says. “I ride every chance I get, either in
the wagon or in the saddle. I’m not able to go out on my own, so
I’m always looking for someone who wants to come along and
ride with me.”
Keeling and his horse-drawn wagon have been part of several weddings and have participated in other area events. He
said he loves being around people and enjoys meeting new
friends and reminiscing with friends from school or hanging
out with his older friends that are special to him.
When asked about life’s challenges, Keeling shares a story
that his grandfather told him that inspired him at a young age.
“Sometime in the 1940s or 1950s, Uncle Edgar Lee Keeling,
a first cousin to my great-grandfather, lost a large crop of sweet
potatoes to some type of fungus,” Keeling relates. “To avoid
wasting the potatoes, Uncle Edgar fed them to his cattle.
rcelectric.org

Unfortunately, this killed practically all of his herd. When my
grandfather went to see the elderly gentleman, to offer his
heartfelt sympathy, Uncle Edgar replied, ’Don’t worry about
me, son. I’m better off than some folks. … I’ve got a pair of
mules to drag them off with.’ ”
Keeling says he believes his grandfather used that story as a
means of encouraging him to make the best of what he had.
“If I can live out that attitude and pass it on to others while
glorifying God with my life, I’ll be more than satisfied,” Keeling
says.
Keeling is thankful for many things, putting faith and family
at the top of the list.
“The good Lord has blessed me beyond anything I could
ever express, and many of his blessings come through my family, he says. “Parents, grandparents, sister, aunts, uncles and
cousins all chose to look beyond my disability and see me simply as one of their own. My church family and some wonderful
friends also bring joy to my life.”
Keeling offers some advice for those with a negative outlook
November 2018 RUSK COUNTY EC Texas Co-op Power
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Veterans Day
November 11
We salute all veterans who
have served to help preserve
our freedom.

BHOFACK2 | ISTOCK.COM

or facing physical challenges.
“Trust in the Lord and learn to appreciate his many blessings,” he says. “Sometimes
this is easier said than done, but it is possible. The young man in my book lives out that
struggle. Surrounding yourself with caring, fun-loving, Godly people will lighten the
load considerably.”
Those around him say Keeling is a true testament to living a Christian life. He
shares stories with friends, family, fellow trail riders and other groups about his faith
and how blessed his life has been. He inspires everyone he meets with his will and
determination to enjoy life to the fullest and always has a smile on his face. He has not
let cerebral palsy stop him from setting and achieving big goals. Now, at the age of 30,
Keeling is a published author.
Horseback Days and Lightning Bug Nights is a Christian novel about a lonely young
man who finds a place for himself in rural East Texas. In turn, he makes a difference in
the lives of those who have reached out to help him. The young man in the novel lives
with a physical condition nearly identical to Keeling’s, but for the most part, the similarities end there.
Because the story takes place in and around a modern-day horse sale, Keeling was
not only able to draw on his personal experiences with cerebral palsy but also incorporate his love for horses.
Keeling had a book launch and signing at the Mt. Enterprise Library on September
15. Hundreds of guests formed a line that wound throughout the library to purchase
Keeling’s book and speak with him. There were so many in attendance that the books
sold out. Many attendees bought multiple copies to give as Christmas presents.
Copies of the book can be purchased from Amazon and other booksellers. It’s also
available as an e-book, or you can order directly from Keeling on Facebook by looking
up Jake Keeling-Author of Christian and Family Fiction and sending him a message.
Thanksgiving is the time to express gratitude to the Almighty for his grace and show
appreciation to family and friends for their unconditional support, and Keeling does
that on a daily basis.
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Happy
Thanksgiving
We wish you and yours a wonderful
Thanksgiving. In observance of the
holiday, our offices will be closed
Thursday–Friday, November 22–23.

CHARLIEAJA | ISTOCK.COM

Daylight
Saving Time
Ends November 4 at 2 a.m.
Set your clocks back one hour.

rcelectric.org
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Home Safety Checklist
a Are all appliances located away from the sink? Electrical
appliances can cause a shock if they come into contact with
water. Plug kitchen appliances into ground-fault circuit
interrupter outlets.
2. Check all large appliances.

a Have you ever received even a slight shock from any of
these appliances? If so, do not touch the appliance until it
has been checked by an electrician.
a Is the area above the cooking range free of combustibles
like potholders and dishcloths? Using the range for storage
of flammable objects could result in fires or burns.
a Is there excessive vibration or movement when the washer
or dryer is operating? Movement during operation can put
undue stress on electrical connections.

Bedroom
1. Inspect space heaters.
JANE_KELLY | ISTOCK.COM

a Are space heaters placed away from flammable items, such
as drapes and newspapers?
Are
the heaters stable and placed where they will not be
a
tipped over? Animals and even blowing drapes can cause
space heaters to topple over, creating a fire hazard.
1. CHECK THE WATTAGE OF ALL LIGHTBULBS.

a Are the bulbs the appropriate wattage for the fixtures? A
bulb that uses excessive wattage may overheat and cause a
fire.

2. Ensure you have smoke alarms on every level of your home,
inside each bedroom and outside each sleeping area.

Bathroom

2. Check all lamp cords and extension cords.

1. Check for ground-fault circuit interrupters.

a

a Are bathroom outlets protected by GFCIs? GFCIs should be
installed in any areas where water and electricity may meet.
If
you have GFCIs, do you test them regularly?
a

a
a
a

Are cords placed out of walking areas and free of furniture
resting on them to avoid a tripping hazard and excessive
wear?
Are cords in good condition?
Are cords unwrapped? Tightly wrapped cords can lead to
overheating.
Are extension cords being used only on a temporary basis?
Extension cords are not as safe as permanent home wiring.
Have outlets installed where they are needed.

2. Check small electrical products, such as hair dryers and
clippers.

a Are they plugged in when not in use? Plugged-in electrical
appliances (even when switched off ) may result in an electric shock hazard if they fall into water.

3. Check all wall outlets and switches.

Garage

a Are all outlets and switches working properly and cool to
the touch? Faulty or warm outlets or switches may indicate
an unsafe wiring condition.
Do
you hear crackling, sizzling or buzzing from your outa
lets? If so, call a licensed electrician to identify the cause.
a Are all outlet and switch cover plates in good condition?
Replace any missing, cracked or broken cover plates.

1. Check your fuse or breaker box.

Kitchen
1. Check all countertop appliances.

a Are all appliance cords placed away from hot surfaces? Pay
particular attention to cords around toasters, ovens and
ranges.
rcelectric.org

a Is your fuse box or circuit breaker box accurately labeled so
you can easily identify which circuits are used for each
room?
a Are you regularly resetting tripped breakers? Breakers
that trip frequently may be a sign of overloaded circuits or
other electrical hazards and warrant consulting a licensed
electrician.
a Is your home protected by arc-fault circuit interrupters?
AFCIs are safety devices that replace standard circuit
breakers and greatly reduce the risk of home electrical fires.
Consult a licensed electrician if you are interested in adding
AFCI protection to your home.
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